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ABSTRACT
The release rate of an active ingredient from a dosage form may be affected by the agglomeration of an active ingredient 

before tablet compression. This study is aimed at establishing the effects of the agglomerates on active ingredient release 
profiles. A model substance, caffeine, was tested in the powdered form and in the two agglomerated forms prepared by wet 
granulation and compaction. The profiles of caffeine release from these forms were measured using a flow-through cell dis-
solution apparatus (USP 4) in an open-loop arrangement. To identify the particular processes responsible for the differences 
in the dissolution profiles of the model forms, we developed a mathematical description of the dissolution profiles. Using this 
mathematical approach, we proposed that caffeine was adsorbed to the microcrystalline cellulose present in the granulated 
and compacted form and that diffusion of the active ingredient was inhibited in the presence of a binder in the granulate. 
Both of these effects resulted in imperfections in the shape of dissolution profiles and in a decrease in the dissolution rate of 
caffeine. The mathematical model is based on generic parameters, thus it is transferable to other pharmaceutical substances 
in powdered and agglomerated forms.
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INTRODUCTION

Many factors can affect the dissolution of an active 
pharmaceutical ingredient (API). Since most dos-
age forms comprise not only the active ingre-

dient but also excipients, the overall rate of API release 
depends on the properties of both of these components 
(1–4). Moreover, it also depends on the arrangement and 
interaction of individual components of the dosage form, 
which in turn depend on the dosage form processing his-
tory, such as a dry or wet agglomeration process. 

Several studies dealing with the effect of different 
granulation methods on the dissolution rate of API show 
that such a form of processing can heavily influence 
the dissolution rate (5–9). However, these works differ 
in their results. These variations are mainly due to the 
use of different excipients and active substances. The 
authors of these studies kindly provided us valuable 
experiences and suggestions, but with regard to current 
techniques and options, these studies contain some 
weaknesses, especially with respect to the effect of a 
particular process.

Due to advances in information technology in recent 
years, it is possible to use experimental data for math-
ematical modeling of dissolution and drug delivery. The 
main benefit of these models is in reducing the number 
of experiments and associated costs (10). A mathematical 
approach can help with investigating how dosage form 

variables (e.g., composition, porosity, and hardness) and 
manufacturing equipment parameters (e.g., granulation 
period, compaction pressure) affect overall kinetics of the 
API release. Based on results from mathematical analysis, 
the best candidates for conducting in vitro experiments 
can be chosen, which can significantly facilitate the devel-
opment of a new product (11).

Numerous mathematical theories dealing with dissolu-
tion have been described (10, 12, 13). Most of these stud-
ies have focused on mathematical characterization and 
quantification of drug release from final dosage forms. 
However, this is basically impossible due to the complexi-
ty of the process, and even recent studies still lack accura-
cy and ease of application (10). A focus on one particulate 
process affecting the dissolution can bring better under-
standing and better characterization of the process.

The same approach was used by Frenning and 
Strømme (14). They proposed a valuable model based 
on generic parameters, but we decided to focus more 
on the analysis of the effects that the intermediate 
agglomerates and their characteristics, instead of the 
entire tablet, can have on the API release rate. In a recent 
paper (15), we have shown the API release rate from 
final dosage forms can be predicted from the dissolu-
tion behavior of agglomerates. The characterization of 
agglomerates is more specific and easier to obtain. Thus, 
in this study we intended to identify the mechanisms 
taking place in the dissolution process of agglomerates 
and quantify them by a regression model. *Corresponding author.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Model Substance

Anhydrous caffeine was used as a model substance. 
Sieve fractions of powdered, wet-granulated, and com-
pacted caffeine were included in the study. 

Powdered Caffeine
Powdered caffeine was obtained by courtesy of Zentiva 

Inc. (Czech Republic). Particle size, measured by optical 
microscopy image analysis (reported as maximum Feret 
diameter), was <10 μm for 70% of particles and <45 μm 
for 95% of particles. The powdered caffeine was sieved 
to obtain sieve fractions of 75–125 μm and 425–1000 μm 
particle diameter for dissolution experiments.

Wet-Granulated Caffeine
Wet-granulated caffeine was obtained by granulating 

powdered caffeine, Avicel PH 101 microcrystalline cellu-
lose (FMC BioPolymer, USA), and Povidone 30 (50:48.3:1.7 
w/w/w) in a laboratory high-shear mixer vertical granula-
tor (Glatt VG 25) using purified water. After drying, the 
granulate was sieved through a 1.25-mm sieve. The result-
ing granulate was further sieved as necessary to gain the 
desired sieve fractions for dissolution experiments.

Compacted Caffeine
Compacted caffeine was obtained by compressing a 

mixture of powdered caffeine and Avicel PH 101 (50:50 
w/w) into 16-mm lenticular tablets (average tablet 
strength approx. 40 N), then processing the tablets on a 
Frewitt sieving mill using a 1.25 mm-sieve. The resulting 
granules were further sieved to acquire sieve fractions of 
75–125 μm and 425–1000 μm particle diameter for dis-
solution experiments.

Experiments were carried out using following samples:

Powdered caffeine 75–125 μm (P75)
Powdered caffeine 425–1000 μm (P425)
Wet granulated caffeine 75–125 μm (G75)
Wet granulated caffeine 425–1000 μm (G425)
Compacted caffeine 75–125 μm (C75)
Compacted caffeine 425–1000 μm (C425)

Dissolution Experiments
Dissolution tests were carried out using USP Apparatus 

4 (Sotax Dissotest CE) with a reciprocating pump (Sotax 
CY, 1 Sotax, Switzerland), equipped with a 12-mm di-
ameter dissolution cell for powders and granulates. The 
open-loop configuration was used according to USP (16) 
and Beyssac and Lavine (17). The dissolution apparatus 
and dissolution medium (0.1 M HCl) were both immersed 
in a 37 °C water bath.

Samples were taken at the cell outlet tubing. Initially, 
thirteen samples were withdrawn uniformly in 10-sec 
intervals. Additional samples were taken at 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 7, 

10, 15, and 20 min. All samples were analyzed using high 
performance liquid chromatography.

Concentration of the model substance in the samples 
was measured using an LC Prominence system (Shimadzu, 
Japan) with a PDA detector and a LiChrospher 60, RP-se-
lect B, 5-μm column (Merck). A solution of dibasic ammo-
nium phosphate in water (pH = 3.5 ± 0.1) and methanol 
(1.5:1) was used as the mobile phase (isocratic) at 1 mL/
min. The injection volume of the sample was 2 μL. ERA 3.0 
software (18) was used for all computations and regres-
sion analysis of the experimental data (19). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Results of the dissolution experiments are represented 

as data points in Figure 1. Each experiment was performed 
twice, and the data points represent the arithmetic mean 
of two corresponding points of the replicated experi-
ments for clarity. The differences between replicates were 
negligible compared with the differences between differ-
ent samples. It is obvious that the dissolution profiles of 
different caffeine forms vary.

To analyze these dissolution profiles we propose a 
mathematical model. 

Mathematical Model 
The model describing the change of concentration over 

time was based on a modified Noyes–Whitney equation 
(20) under sink conditions:

  (1)

or expressed as the change of weight over time:

  (2)

where k is the dissolution rate constant, Cs is the saturated 
solution concentration, A is the interfacial area on which 
dissolution takes place (in this case the surface of all par-
ticles is assumed), V is the volume in which the dissolution 
takes place (volume of the flow-through cell), D is the dif-
fusion coefficient of caffeine, and δHL is the hydrodynamic 
layer thickness. A model based only on this equation, 
where the dissolution rate constant with area and volume 
factors was the adjustable parameter, was fitted to the 
experimental data, and the optimal value of the adjust-
able parameter was estimated by a nonlinear regression 
analysis in ERA software. The sum of squared residual 
errors, weighted by the reciprocal value of respective 
dependent variable (f), was used as an objective function. 
Results of this preliminary approach are shown in Figure 
1. It is obvious from the figure that this equation cannot 
be used alone, since it does not reflect the effects of the 
agglomerated particle and its components on the release 
rate of caffeine. The minimum value of the objective func-
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tion f, which was obtained by fitting the dissolution data 
using eq 2, was as high as 44.69.

Before we began to deal with properties of excipients 
and their influence on caffeine release, we had to disprove 
that the change in the dissolution profiles of the agglom-
erates was caused by the change of properties of caffeine 
itself due to the agglomeration. Particularly, we were 
concerned with a polymorphic transition of caffeine. This 
was eliminated on the basis of results from X-ray powder 
diffraction analysis. 

Hence, further analysis of experimental data was per-
formed with respect to the influence of excipients on caf-
feine release from agglomerates. The deviations from the 
Noyes–Whitney model behavior and the observations of 
the dissolution allowed us to propose the effects respon-
sible for the modified release profile. Those included the 
resistance to diffusion caused by the insoluble excipient 
matrix, the adsorption of caffeine on the excipient surface, 
and the rate of wetting of the sample surface. These 
effects were progressively incorporated into eq 2. This 
mathematical analysis presents an indirect proof of the 
proposed processes, and an independent analytical mea-
surement would be necessary to confirm our assumptions. 

At first, the resistance to diffusion term was expressed (eq 
3). It involves the mass transfer through the hydrodynamic 
layer, which is constant at steady hydrodynamic conditions, 
and the transfer trough the excipient matrix, which de-
creases over time (discussed later). Both the hydrodynamic 
layer and the matrix have different diffusion coefficients as 
the resistance to diffusion for both barriers is different.

  (3)

Def is the effective diffusion coefficient of caffeine in the 
leached particle residue, which characterizes the increase 
of the resistance to diffusion, and dp and dp0 are actual and 
initial particle diameters, respectively. 

Next, the adsorption term was added (eq 4). The adsorp-
tion term was based on the Langmuir equation (21)

  (4)

where kAds is the rate of adsorption, KAds is the adsorption 
coefficient, and m is the weight of caffeine remaining in 
the sample.

Finally, the wetting term was added to describe the 
increasing dissolution rate caused by relatively slow (rapid 
but not instantaneous) wetting of agglomerates in the dis-
solution cell, and eq 5 was obtained.

 
 

(5)

Wetting was observed during the experiment, only in the 
first seconds of the experiment, and it occurred mainly 
with 75–125 μm particles.

We had to include the description of the wetting in 
the model to be able to evaluate the dissolution for the 
entirety of the experiment without the exclusion of the 
very first points of the dissolution profiles. It was not 
the purpose of this paper to study or characterize this 
effect in detail, and thus we chose an empirical descrip-
tion, which enabled us to evaluate the experiments 
with the elimination of the influence of wetting. Hence, 
the kinetics of wetting was characterized by constants 
α and β for each sample based upon the fitting of the 
dissolution data. After the constants α and β were 
determined, they were no longer used as adjustable 
parameters.

Subsequently, the area and the diameter from the 
weight of the sample (eqs 6 and 7) were expressed, and 
the general model, eq 8, was obtained under the assump-
tion of roughly uniform shape of all particles.

  (6)

  (7)

Figure 1. Measured (points) and calculated (lines; using eq 2) dissolution 
profiles of (∆, dashed line) powdered caffeine, (□, dotted line) granulated 
caffeine, (○, solid line) compacted caffeine of 425–1000 μm (filled) and 
75–125 μm (empty).
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  (8)

where N is the number of particles, and KA and KV are sur-
face and volume factors, respectively.

Adjustable parameters (i.e., parameters that character-
ize the process and vary from one form to another) were 

,

  ,

kAds and KAds. These parameters were estimated by fitting 
the data in ERA software using the simultaneous regres-
sion of all data sets, all sharing the same value of the p1 
parameter, which is independent of the agglomerate type 
under the assumption that the shape factors of all ag-
glomerate types are roughly identical. 

The adsorption rate constant for the powdered caffeine 
was insignificantly deviated from zero, which corresponds 
to the absence of any excipient onto which the caffeine 
would adsorb. In addition, the parameter characterizing 
the resistance to diffusion was insignificant for powdered 
caffeine. Such parameters, the values of which were 
statistically insignificant at the 95% confidence level, were 
excluded from the model. 

Consequently, parameters were tested whether their 
values depend on the type of agglomerate or on the size 
of particles in the sample. Only when an insignificant in-
crease of the objective function value was observed could 
parameters have been lumped (combined). The maximum 
objective function increase that is not statistically signifi-
cant was calculated according to Himmelblau (22) and 
used in a different problem (23). 

Technically, this was done by calculating the 95% con-
fidence limits for all parameters initially. Then, if two pa-
rameters representing the same property for the different 
type of agglomerate had their values mutually positioned 
within the confidence limits of the other parameter, they 
may be lumped together because their difference was 
statistically insignificant at the 95% confidence level.

Hence, the regression analysis showed that the lower 
95% confidence limits for p2,P75, p2,P425, kAds,P75, kAds,P425, 
KAds,P75, and KAds,P425 parameters are limiting to zero. It 
may be due to either the parameter being insignificant or 
being correlated to another insignificant parameter. The 
necessary parameter reduction was done in a one-by-one 
approach, excluding the parameter with the widest con-
fidence interval and recalculating the regression analysis 
for the model comprising N-1 parameters. 

Consequently, results of the regression analysis show 
that the adsorption coefficient KAds is independent of the 
particle size, and the rate of adsorption kAds is common 
for all agglomerated forms, but the adsorption is propor-
tional to the initial average surface area of the sample. 
Hence, the value of the initial surface area (A0) had to be 
introduced in the model for each form, and a new adjust-
able parameter μAds was implemented according to the 
equation

  (9)

Then the final form of the equation used for the subse-
quent analysis was

 

  (10)

KAds,C75 and KAds,C425 as well as KAds,G75 and KAds,G425 were 
lumped into KAds,C and KAds,G, respectively, and kAds,C75, 
kAds,C425, kAds,G75, and kAds,G425 were lumped together into 
the single parameter μAds.

In summary, the number of parameters was substantial-
ly reduced from nineteen to eight by parameter exclusion 
and lumping, and the objective function increased very 
slightly from 2.39 to 3.91 as a result. The method of the 
following parameter reduction is shown below. 

Parameter estimates in this phase of model identifi-
cation and their reliability indicated by the confidence 
intervals are given in Table 1.

It is important to note that the values of p2 parameter 
for the compacted caffeine are insignificant unlike its val-
ues for granulated caffeine, thus showing that the effect 
of dissolution inhibition by an excipient depends strictly 
on the excipient nature. Since the compacted sample 
did not contain any binder, thus neither binder bridges, 
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it can be concluded that the resistance to diffusion is 
given mainly by the presence of a binder. The negligible 
p2 values for compacts show the excipient matrix disinte-
grated at the same rate as the caffeine dissolved and did 
not present any barrier for further caffeine dissolution. The 
large p2 values for granules show that the Avicel/Povidone 
matrix remained substantially intact, and the caffeine had 
to be “leached” from the matrix through an increasingly 
thicker barrier. 

Another modification of the model could be made after 
noticing that confidence intervals of adsorption coef-
ficients KAds,C and KAds,G intersect. Thus, those parameters 
can be lumped into single KAds parameter. That is, the ad-
sorption of active compound to the surface of the excipi-
ent is, in this case, mainly a function of the microcrystalline 
cellulose content, which is in agreement with (3, 14).

A final estimation of parameters is given in the Table 2. 
From a comparison of the values of parameter p2, it is 

obvious that the resistance to diffusion is much higher for 
the sample of smaller particles. This is in agreement with 
Griffith theory (24), according to which all materials con-
tain flaws that cause them to break. From the point of dis-
solution, these flaws are places where diffusion can take 
place more rapidly. The concentration factor of the flaws 
increases as the size of particles in the sample decreases. 
Thus, it can be observed in Table 2 that parameter p2 
characterizing the resistance to diffusion is more than five 
times greater for smaller particles than for larger particles. 

However, higher resistance to diffusion of the small 
granulate particles does not mean that the overall rate of 
diffusion is lower. This effect has much less influence than 
the fact that dissolution rate is proportional to the surface 
on which it takes place (in the model given by the num-
ber, density, and weight of particles). Therefore, smaller 
particles always dissolve faster than larger particles. This 
corresponds with profiles in Figure 2.

The dissolution profiles presented in Figure 2 were 
calculated using the parameters in Table 2. This figure 
shows that the estimation of parameters and the proposal 
of occurring physical processes was successful, as the cal-
culated profiles correlate very well with the experimental 
data.

Specific Dissolution Rate
For better assessing the differences in the dissolution 

of caffeine in the model forms, the specific rate of dis-
solution was calculated using the model and the values 
of the parameters above. The specific rate of dissolu-
tion is an indicator of the dissolution behavior of a unit 
amount of a dissolved sample. It is obtained by dividing 
the rate of dissolution by the actual weight of caffeine 
the sample. 

After focusing on the dependence of the specific dis-
solution rate on time (Figure 3), it is visible at first glance 
that smaller particles of the same form dissolve faster than 
larger particles, which was already discussed.

More interesting in Figure 3 is the comparison of the ag-
glomerates and powdered caffeine. While the specific dis-
solution rate of the powdered caffeine grows to infinity in 
time, for granulated forms it drops to zero. The profiles of 
the powdered forms show the behavior of a theoretically 

Figure 2. Measured (points) and calculated (lines) dissolution profiles of 
(∆, dashed line) powdered caffeine, (□, dotted) wet granulate, (○, solid) dry 
granulate of 425–1000 μm (filled markers) and 75–125 μm (empty) after 
lumping procedure.

Table 1. Estimated Parameters and Confidence Intervals for 
Model (eq 10)

Parameter Value Confidence interval (95%)

p1, dm s-1 488 <446; 525>

p2, C75, dm 0.0038 <0; 321>

p2, C425, dm 0.0043 <0; 86>

p2, G75, dm 958 <311; 1542>

p2, G425, dm 173 <54; 288>

μAds, g dm-2 s-1 0.0045 <0.0035; 0.0068>

KAds, C, g-1 228 <144; 468>

KAds, G, g-1 174 <86; ∞>

Table 2. Final Estimation of Parameters and Confidence 
Intervals after Parameter-Lumping Procedure

Parameter Value Confidence interval (95%)

p1, dm s-1 488 <468; 511>

p2, G75, dm 991 <641; 1428>

p2, G425, dm 174 <87; 267>

μAds, g dm-2 s-1 0.0045 <0.0036; 0.0058>

KAds, g-1 230 <180; 320>
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ideal mixture, which follows the Noyes–Whitney equation. 
Because the dissolution of these mixtures is not deceler-
ated by any effect, the specific rate grows to infinity as 
the fraction between the surface and volume increases 
during the dissolution. On the contrary, the specific rate 
of granulated forms is not growing during the dissolution 
because the adsorption of caffeine to microcrystalline cel-
lulose occurs. 

The comparison of the granulated forms is shown in 
Figure 3. The shape of the curves for which the adsorp-
tion is responsible is relatively similar. The difference is 
in the absolute values of the specific rate. Smaller values 
of the dissolution rate of the granulates are caused by 
the presence of the binder, thus resistance to diffusion, 
which is not occurring in compacted caffeine. Therefore, 
the compacted caffeine dissolved faster than granulated 
caffeine.

Mathematical Model as a Prediction Tool
Originally, we did not intend to develop a mathemati-

cal model for predicting the dissolution behavior, but 
we meant to use the mathematical description to quan-
tify changes caused by the agglomeration of the active 
ingredient and discuss the differences between the tested 
forms. However, the final form of the model allows using 
the model also as a prediction tool for agglomerated caf-
feine. Therefore, we measured the independent experi-
ments (i.e., the dissolution profiles of the agglomerated 
forms) but with different particle sizes (250–425 μm). 
The independent experimental data were described by 
the model using the adjustable parameter values above. 
Except for granulated caffeine, parameters characterizing 
the resistance to diffusion had to be adjusted, as the resis-
tance to diffusion is related to the particle size. The value 

of the parameter p2 was 163 dm. Thus, with 95% probabil-
ity it is between p2,G75 and p2,G425, very close to parameter 
p2,G425 (Table 2), which is in agreement with the theory of 
flaws discussed above.

Our model fits the independent experimental data 
very well (Figure 4). The model is fully predictive for the 
compacted caffeine with different particle sizes. For the 
granulated caffeine, one parameter had to be calculated 
to adjust the model to the experimental data. Thus, the 
model is not fully predictive in this case, but the magni-
tude of caffeine release inhibition caused by the binder 
can be expressed.

CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that the flow-through cell dissolution 

apparatus provides data well suited to mathematical mod-
eling and to precise investigation of API release inhibition 
caused by an excipient or by the application of an ag-
glomerating technique. 

Our proposed model, extending the Noyes–Whitney 
equation with both the assumption of diffusion layer 
and a monolayer adsorption equation, was able to fit 
the experimental data extremely well. The model and 
its specific development procedure can help in under-
standing processes that, despite being within the sink 
conditions, cause one or more of the following: non-
ideal shape of the dissolution profile, deceleration of the 
dissolution rate, and incomplete dissolution of an active 
ingredient. The model is based on generic parameters; 
hence, it is transferable to agglomerates with different 
compositions and allows for computer aided design of 
the dosage form. 

Our model appears highly promising, particularly due 
to its simplicity. Thus in our next study, it will be further 

Figure 3. Specific rate of caffeine dissolution in (∙ ∙ ∙) granulated, (—) com-
pacted, and (- - -) powdered caffeine containing particle sizes of 75–125 μm 
(S) and 425–1000 μm (L).

Figure 4. Measured (points) and calculated (lines) dissolution profiles of (○, 
solid line) compacted and (□, dotted line) granulated caffeine of 250–425 
μm.
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investigated especially in terms of the dependence of 
excipient amount on adjustable parameter values. 
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SYMBOLS
A interfacial area, m2

c concentration, kg m-3

d diameter, m
D diffusion coefficient, m2 s-1

k  rate constant, m s-1 (dissolution)/ kg s-1 (adsorption)
K coefficient
m weight, kg
N number
p parameter
t time, s
V volume of dissolution apparatus, m3

Greek letters
α wetting constant
β wetting constant
δHL hydrodynamic layer thickness, m
ρ density, kg m-3

μ rate constant, kg m s-1

Subscripts
0 initial
A surface
Ads adsorption
ef effective
p particle
S saturated solution
V volume
C compacted
G granulated
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